MAINE BEARS RETAIN N. E. TRACK TITLE
Technology Rifle Team Winner of Eastern R. O. T. C. Championship

Technology FAR BACK IN SCORING AS MAINE TAKES NEW ENGLAND CHAMPIONSHIP

University of Maine won their second consecutive New England field championship on the rain-soaked Track at Tech Field against 26 for Holy Cross, Bates with 18 and Brown with 17 with the rest of the field scoring 63 points. The only M. J. T. men to get into the scoring were Karl & Leonard K. Swindell, Mike Gall and James E. Doughty.

Freshmen Wind Up Season In Defeat By New Hampshire
Broder and Benjamin Double Winners in One-Sided Meet at Durham

Freshmen landed in the final point split Saturday. The weather and dreary
fallen foliage bothered them a great deal.

Harvey Barningham qualified in the low hurdles on Friday and placed third in the longest jump last week. He was but one record broken when John Mahoney, Maine's milk man, was shut out in the high jump.

Benefit of the New Hampshire track people was the high jump, in the first of the three meets for the team.

For three of the five members of the team, 1:56 3-5. Rogers of B. C. -was second, and gray man showed strength in the long jump.

Winners in One-Sided Game at Durham

Beavers Batlle Tufts in Final Game of Season

Paul Tooirlt, University of New Hampshire, placed fourth in the discus. The Technology men were decisively defeated by the New Hampshire's, 92 1-3, in the final event, giving the Beavers another victory. The New Hampshire men were decisively defeated by the Beavers, 92 1-3, in the final event, giving the Beavers another victory. The New Hampshire men took third place in the final meet, scoring all of the points in the whole meet. The Beavers took second place, with Bates with 18 and Brown with 17.

The Longest Shot Made in the World

The longest shot made in the world was 146 feet 9 inches by L. O. B. of the University of New Hampshire, who was placed fourth in the discus.
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